NativeScript Cli “rc”

Xcode 12 and iOS 14

npm i -g nativescript@rc

Please report here: https://github.com/NativeScript/NativeScript/issues/8867
Core releases

@nativescript/core 7.0.4

Bug Fixes

- **android-transitions**: remove hard-coded flip transition duration/curve (#8851) (5f8d3d0)
- **ios**: text-view color refreshes properly after setting the text to keep the styles (#8863) (313f476)
- **ios**: time-picker and date-picker for iOS 14 (#8877) (45fb6c4)

Features

- **core**: global event handling (#8830) (eb676fd)

tns-core-modules 6.5.19

- **ios**: time-picker and date-picker for iOS 14 (#8877) (45fb6c4)